HAND SAW
CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Across
2. Do not test the sharpness of saw teeth on hands or ___.
5. Most hand-saw injuries are ____ to fingers.
7. Use a ____ or bench to support long stock.
9. Use a rip hand-saw for cutting along the ____ of the wood.
10. When done sawing, return the hand saw to its ____ storage place.

Down
1. Wear eye ____ when using a hand saw.
3. Begin sawing by starting ____ and slowly.
4. Inspect the wood stock for ____ that could damage the hand saw.
6. Use the ____ of the blade during each saw stroke.
8. Always carry a hand saw by its ____ with the saw end pointed down.
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Additional safety information may be accessed on the ANR EH+S website at: http://safety.ucanr.edu